
Whale's Tail Quilt Shop

Eye Mask Pattern 

Things You Need

*2 Fat Quarters or 2 - 10" squares of coordinating fabrics

*2 fat quarters or 10" square for inner lining

*1/2 cup of each rice and flax or lavendar 

*9" of twill tape or ribbon

Print and cut out pattern

Use 100% cotton fabric and thread

Optional

Essential oils 

30" of trim 

Thank you Sew4home for the PDF eye pillow pattern
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Layering the fabric- 1st fabric is lining, next 2 are the main   

 fabrics right sides together, top layer will be lining fabric. 

Cut pattern pieces- Pin pattern to fabric stack, and cut through

all 4 layers. You can cut each layer separately and re-layered if

you feel more comfortable doing that.

Mark tab placement dots on layer 2 (main fabric).

Fold twill tape or ribbon in half and cut so you have 2 - 3" pieces.

Align twill/ribbon tabs with dots and pin between layers 2 and 3

(main fabric that are right sides together). Make sure tabs are

facing inward. 

Optional - Pin trim around outside edges also between layers 2

and 3 (main fabric that is right sides together).

Pin/clip all layers together. You can sew a scant 1/4 basting

stitch to hold everything in place. Making sure to leave a 2"

opening for turning right side out.

Directions



Sew a 1/4" seam making sure to backstitch or tie off both ends of   

the 2" opening.

Clip corners around curves and trim if needed. Press.

 Turn right side out, and gently push out corners. Press flat.

 Mix your Rice and flax seed together in a bowl. Add a few drops

of your favorite essential oil(s) and stir.

 Using a funnel add the mixture to the mask. Let filling fall to 1

side of the mask.

Hand stitch 2" opening closed.

Shift filling so that 1/2 is on each side of the mask leaving the

center free of the filling. 

Mark and sew a straight seam down the center making sure to

backstitch or tie off on both the beginning and the end.

Directions Continued

 

 

You can now kick back, relax, and enjoy your new eye pillow.

This can be microwaved for up to 30 secs.




